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TRAVELLING 
FAR AND BACK

We adore ideas that promise 
to carry us far away. Lively, 

imaginative ideas that can 
generate others and create 
a chain reaction.  This is 

why we design ceramics that 
can evolve, cross borders and 

travel far.

We started from the triangle 
and its solid, unshakable 
perfection. An essential, 

elementary shape. Then came 
the colour and, after that, 
the movement. Step by step, 
meticulously dosing every 

change in tone.

Now these forms have 
multiplied. Ideas lead 

to new ideas, expanding 
precipitately. When we create 
something unprecedented, it 
always happens this way: a 

tremor rocks reality, filling 
it with new energy.

All our collections are 
a combination of internal 
references and transversal 

constants: a colour that binds 
the collections together, a 

size that distinguishes them or 
the sensation of one surface 

that recalls another.

We pursue ideas that travel far 
and then return with even more 
character than when they left.
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9MM

From white to black via 
yellow ochre, antique 
pink, powder blue and 
metallised finishes, 

here, colour in all its 
different degrees of 
intensity, is king.

The long side of the 
strips stands out for its 
soft, bevelled edge and 

intense colour. Together 
they give this wall tile a 
dynamic momentum and make 
it an ideal combination 

for the LOGICA collection. 

Its smooth, glossy surface 
also has a constantly 

appealing texture.

TINTE
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White body wall tiles

5X25CM
2"X10"

tinte giallo



5 6tinte bianco, tortora, fango, carta da zucchero
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tinte bianco, tortora, fango, carta da zucchero

tinte bianco, grigio chiaro, grigio medio, acquamarina
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tinte bianco, grigio chiaro, tortora, rosa

tinte rosa

logica segmenti rosa
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tinte acciaio

legnetti grigio

tinte bianco, grigio chiaro, grigio medio, nero
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tinte verde

tinte giallo
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TINTE

grigio chiaro lucido

5x25

TNT102L 02n

grigio medio lucido TNT103L 02n

5x25

tortora lucido

5x25

TNT104L 02n

bianco lucido TNT101L 02n

5x25

carta da zucchero lucido

5x25

TNT108L 02n

verde lucido

5x25

TNT110L 02n

5x25

fango lucido TNT105L 02n

5x25

rosa lucido TNT106L 02n

acquamarina lucido TNT107L 02n

5x25

5x25

giallo lucido TNT109L 02n

5x25 5x25

nero lucido TNT111L 04n

acciaio lucido* TNT112L 14n

5X25CM
2"X10"

9MMWhite body wall tiles

palletboxformato(cm)
size(cm)

Pz Mq Kg

tinte 5x25 40 0,50 8,25

formato(cm)
size(cm)

Box Mq Kg

tinte 5x25 90 45,00 763

*piastrelle con smalto
metallizzato ad effetto crackle
*tiles with metallic glaze  and

crackle effect

Packaging
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COLOUR
FORM

MATTER
The idea we started from has 
come a long way and crossed 

many borders. It has developed 
into a multicollection style 
project that offers numerous 

key perspectives. One of 
these, and perhaps the main 

one, is colour. 

The entire project is founded 
on white, powder blue, pink, 
grey and green that bring a 
sense of harmony to every 

shape, colour and matter. As 
its transversal allusions and 

internal echoes are both 
subtle and strong enough to 

match black and yellow ochre, 
metal and wood. 

When combined, these elements 
create a solid and balanced 

style code that is so 
consistent, the range could 
almost be a single, grand 

collection. A single, grand 
collection with transversal 

echoes and allusions.

bianco logica, tinte, 3lati, riquadri, legnetti
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carta da zucchero logica, tinte, 3lati, riquadri, legnetti acquamarina logica, tinte, 3lati
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rosa logica, tinte, 3lati

grigio logica, tinte, 3lati, riquadri, legnetti
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mix colori logica, tinte, 3lati, riquadri, legnetti

white body wall tiles

standard required standards   TINTE

dimensions

 length and width UNI-EN ISO 10545-2 ± 0.5% compliant

thickness  UNI-EN ISO 10545-2 ± 10% compliant

 straightness of sides UNI-EN ISO 10545-2 ± 0.3% compliant

rectangularity UNI-EN ISO 10545-2 ± 0.5% compliant

 surface flatness – centre curvature
UNI-EN ISO 10545-2 ± 0.5% - 0.3% compliant

 surface flatness – side curvature
UNI-EN ISO 10545-2 ± 0.5% - 0.3% compliant

 surface flatness – warping
UNI-EN ISO 10545-2 ± 0.5% compliant

bending strength

breaking of rupture UNI-EN ISO 10545-4 > 600 N (≥ 7,5 MM)
> 200 N (< 7,5 MM) compliant

modulus of rupture UNI-EN ISO 10545-4 > 12 N/MM2 (≥ 7,5 MM)
> 15 N/MM2 (< 7,5 MM) compliant

 water absorption UNI-EN ISO 10545-3 > 10 % compliant

 colour resistance to light DIN 51094 - resistant

linear thermal expansion coefficient (100º C) UNI-EN ISO 10545-8 test method available test method available

 thermal shock resistance UNI-EN ISO 10545-9 - resistant*

frost resistance UNI-EN ISO 10545-12 - -

 crazing resistance UNI-EN ISO 10545-11 - resistant*

 resistance to stains UNI-EN ISO 10545-14 CLASSE 3 MIN. Class 5*

chemical resistance UNI-EN ISO 10545-13 GB MIN. guaranteed*
(GA GLA GHA)

 lead and cadmium given off UNI-EN ISO 10545-15 METODO DISPONIBLE
test method available test method available

reaction to fire EN 13501-1 - A1

shade variations - -
 BIANCO - NERO: V1  

ALTRI COLORI/ 
OTHER COLORS: V3

GLAZED WHITE-BODIED POROUS SINGLE-FIRED WALL TILES
Dry-pressed ceramic tiles with water absorption Eb > 10 %. Quality specification, according to control test of EN14411:2013 appendix L group BIII GL

EXCLUDING METALLIC COLOURS (oro, bronzo, acciaio)*

 TECHNICAL FEATURES


